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•  Distance-vector routing: RIP, EIGRP 
– Each node computes path cost 
– … based on each neighbors’ path cost 
– Bellman-Ford algorithm 
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•  Routing convergence 
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management plane

Aaron Gember-Jacobson., et al. “Management Plane Analytics” IMC 2015



management plane
diverse management practice
-design practice
-set physical network composition (heterogeneity), logical structure 

(spanning tree)
-operation practice
-change network for diverse purposes (router, middle-box)
- tedious, error-prone

Aaron Gember-Jacobson., et al. “Management Plane Analytics” IMC 2015



management plane
diverse management practice
-design practice
-set physical network composition (heterogeneity), logical structure 

(spanning tree)
-operation practice
-change network for diverse purposes (router, middle-box)
- tedious, error-prone

lacking principled understanding of management 
practice
-how practice impacts network health (performance, 

availability)?

Aaron Gember-Jacobson., et al. “Management Plane Analytics” IMC 2015



network management today:
mastering complexity
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control logic and packet handling 
-bundled in distributed switching element
-management objectives implicitly embedded 

tension
-ever-evolving management requirement
-incremental point solutions to control plane, and complex 

management tools “coax” the control plane

challenge
-indirect, coordinated control
-interacting protocols and mechanisms
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4D goals
-network-wide objectives
-observe and control
-network-wide views
-complete visibility
-direct control
-direct, sole control
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-refactoring network 
functionality

-extreme design point
-decoupled, centralized control
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4D and Ethane
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discussion: 
4D in the eyes of SDN 
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decision plane
realize network-wide objectives
-a language for expression (Pyretic, PGA…)
-leveraging network-wide structure (functions, graphs…)
-separation of timescales

coordinating multiple decision elements
-distributed election (Onix)
-independent decision elements

introducing hierarchy (Pane)
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dissemination and discovery plane

control channel (eg: OpenFlow)
-dissemination paths that carry management information
-distinct protocols

direct control
-independent router updates
-network-wide commit 
-full transactional distributed commit

discovery plane
-network OS (eg: Nox), measurement (eg: FlowRadar)
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data plane
packet forwarding paradigm
-IP: longest-prefix match 
-Ethernet: exact-match
-OpenFlow: flow-based, prioritized rules with wildcards

advanced features 
-a single integrated mechanism to realize decision directives

21



OpenFlow: simple open dataplane API

prioritized list of rules
-pattern ➔	 action
- pattern: match packet header bits
- actions: drop, forward, modify, send to controller
-priority: disambiguate overlapping patterns

22

1.	  src=1.2.*.*,	  dest=3.4.5.*	  	  ➔	 drop	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2.	  src	  =	  *.*.*.*,	  dest=3.4.*.*	  ➔	  forward(2)	  
3.	  src=10.1.2.3,	  dest=*.*.*.*	  ➔	  send	  to	  controller

21

Nick McKeown., et al. “OpenFlow: enabling innovation in campus networks”



advantages and challenges
separating networking logic from distributed 
system issues
-but the data plane remains a distributed system
-an insertion point for interface and functionality (abstraction) 

that alleviates complexity 

robustness
security
accommodating heterogeneity
innovation and evolution
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Ethane:
a realization of 4D for 

secure enterprise network
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Ethane goals
enterprise networks
-strict reliability and security constraints
-operated by non-experts

goals
-policy over principals
-direct path selection
-binding packets and its origin
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Ethane goals
enterprise networks
-strict reliability and security constraints
-operated by non-experts

goals
-policy over principals
-policy directs path
-binding packets and its origin
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from 4D to Ethane
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Ethane in action
three examples 
-bootstrapping
-link failure
-replicating controller

Figure 1: Example of communication on an Ethane network.
Route setup shown by dotted lines; the path taken by the first
packet of a flow shown by dashed lines.

ple, via HTTP redirects in a manner similar to those used by com-
mercial WiFi hotspots—binding users to hosts. Therefore, when-
ever a packet arrives at the Controller, it can securely associate the
packet to the particular user and host that sent it.

There are several powerful consequences of the Controller know-
ing both where users and machines are attached and all bindings
associated with them. First, the Controller can keep track of where
any entity is located: When it moves, the Controller finds out as
soon as packets start to arrive from a different Switch port. The
Controller can choose to allow the new flow or it might choose to
deny the moved flow (e.g., to restrict mobility for a VoIP phone
due to E911 regulations). Another powerful consequence is that
the Controller can journal all bindings and flow-entries in a log.
Later, if needed, the Controller can reconstruct all network events;
e.g., which machines tried to communicate or which user commu-
nicated with a service. This can make it possible to diagnose a
network fault or to perform auditing or forensics, long after the
bindings have changed.

In principle, Ethane does not mandate the use of a particular pol-
icy language. For completeness, however, we have designed and
deployed Pol-Eth, in which policies are declared as a set of rules
consisting of predicates and, for matching flows, the set of result-
ing actions (e.g., allow, deny, or route via a waypoint). As we will
see, Pol-Eth’s small set of easily understood rules can still express
powerful and flexible policies for large, complex networks.

2.2 Ethane in Use
Putting all these pieces together, we now consider the five basic

activities that define how an Ethane network works, using Figure 1
to illustrate:

Registration. All Switches, users, and hosts are registered at the
Controller with the credentials necessary to authenticate them. The
credentials depend on the authentication mechanisms in use. For
example, hosts may be authenticated by their MAC addresses, users
via username and password, and switches through secure certifi-
cates. All switches are also preconfigured with the credentials needed
to authenticate the Controller (e.g., the Controller’s public key).

Bootstrapping. Switches bootstrap connectivity by creating a span-
ning tree rooted at the Controller. As the spanning tree is being
created, each switch authenticates with and creates a secure chan-
nel to the Controller. Once a secure connection is established, the
switches send link-state information to the Controller, which ag-
gregates this information to reconstruct the network topology.

Authentication.

1. UserA joins the network with hostA. Because no flow entries
exist in switch 1 for the new host, it will initially forward all

Figure 2: An example Ethane deployment.

of hostA’s packets to the Controller (marked with switch 1’s
ingress port).

2. HostA sends a DHCP request to the Controller. After check-
ing hostA’s MAC address,3 the Controller allocates an IP ad-
dress (IPA) for it, binding hostA to IPA, IPA to MACA, and
MACA to a physical port on switch 1.

3. UserA opens a web browser, whose traffic is directed to the
Controller, and authenticates through a web-form. Once au-
thenticated, userA is bound to hostA.

Flow Setup.

1. UserA initiates a connection to userB (who we assume has
already authenticated in a manner similar to userA). Switch
1 forwards the packet to the Controller after determining that
the packet does not match any active entries in its flow table.

2. On receipt of the packet, the Controller decides whether to
allow or deny the flow, or require it to traverse a set of way-
points.

3. If the flow is allowed, the Controller computes the flow’s
route, including any policy-specified waypoints on the path.
The Controller adds a new entry to the flow tables of all the
Switches along the path.

Forwarding.

1. If the Controller allowed the path, it sends the packet back
to switch 1 which forwards it based on the new flow entry.
Subsequent packets from the flow are forwarded directly by
the Switch, and are not sent to the Controller.

2. The flow-entry is kept in the switch until it times out (due to
inactivity) or is revoked by the Controller.

3. ETHANE IN MORE DETAIL

3.1 An Ethane Network
Figure 2 shows a typical Ethane network. The end-hosts are

unmodified and connect via a wired Ethane Switch or an Ethane
wireless access point. (From now on, we will refer to both as
“Switches”, described next in §3.2).4

3The network may use a stronger form of host authentication, such
as 802.1X, if desired.
4We will see later that an Ethane network can also include legacy
Ethernet switches and access points, so long as we include some
Ethane Switches in the network. The more switches we replace,
the easier to manage and the more secure the network.

3



Ethane and Ravel
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